What is FRC?
The Florida Remediation Conference is the Southeast’s premier soil and groundwater cleanup
conference of the year. Over 450 professionals joined us for FRC 2016.
Over the years, FRC has developed a solid reputation for a casual atmosphere that’s conducive to good communications between all participants—speakers, attendees and exhibitors.
After all, a great conference experience does not have to be formal and stuffy, does it?

So ... what exactly is FRC?
• FRC is two days of technical presentations on cleanup techniques and
technologies. Most presentations are 20-30 minutes in length, providing
enough time for our subject matter experts to fully flesh out the ins and
outs of their topic, leaving plenty of time for questions and answers
that benefit all attendees. In addition, we have experimented with a fiveminute “speed talk” format that will likely be back in 2017.
We are an approved continuing education provider for the Florida Board
of Professional Engineers. All Florida PEs earn 11.5 PDHs towards their
renewal requirements. In addition, our conference is accepted by many
states that require continuing ed for professional geologists and other
practitioners.
• A day and a half of product and service company exhibits that cater
to the needs of the remediation professional in Florida and the
Southeast including equipment vendors; in-situ bio technologies;
industrial service firms providing emergency response, waste
management, health and safety training and other services; drillers;
labs and many more.
• An agenda that includes adequate time before, during and after the
technical sessions for attendees to meet and visit with exhibitors and
speakers, and make the most of their conference experience.
• A very cool charity golf tournament that kicks off the festivities on the
day before the conference. We have raised over $125,000 in the
seven years that we have conducted the charity event.
Why not join us for FRC 2017? You will benefit from the time spent, and will take knowledge
and contacts back to the shop that will be useful on your next project.
Complete information will be available at www.enviro-net.com under the FRC logo. Or contact FRC Conference Manager Mike Eastman at mreast@enviro-net.com or (407) 671-7777
for more information for getting involved.

